1. Locate the cover packaging. Cut one 12” x 3¼” strip from the bottom of the page. With this piece, cut one 2¾” x 3¼” piece from the right. You will have a 9¼” wide piece left over.

Directions:
*Save the product packaging as you open. You will reuse some pieces in completing your journal.

2. Your remaining cover packaging should be about 9¾” tall. Cut one 7” x 9¼” piece from the right of the page; you will have a 5” wide piece left over.
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Graphic 45® Supplies:
1 pack Steampunk Debutante—DCE (4801165)
1 pack G45 Staples Large Tag—Kraft (4800626)
1 pack G45 Staples Large Tag—Ivory (4800849)
1 each Antique Brass Door Knocker (4801028)
1 pad Decades Dye Ink Pad—Venetian Lace (41002)

Additional Supplies:
24” twine (cut into two 12” pieces)
12” white seam binding
24” burlap ribbon
5 paper clips
1 binder clip

Tools, Adhesives & Ink:
Paper trimmer, ruler, detail scissors, scoring board, bone folder, hole punch, 1” and 5⁄8” circle punches, corner rounder, wet & dry adhesive, foam adhesive, ink blending tool

Notes:
• All measurements are width x height unless specified
• Ink paper edges with Decades ink and blending tool
3. Find Modern Marvels paper, hot air balloon design face up. Cut one 5” x 12” piece from the left side of the paper; save the 7” wide piece. Save the paper strip label and trim off a 5” long piece; you will keep the 7” long piece, too.

4. Take Garden Gears paper, pink side up, and cut one 12” x 2¾” piece from the top. From this piece, cut one 4¾” x 2¾” piece; you will have a 7¼” wide piece left over. With remaining 12” x 9¼” paper, score 5½” from the right and fold to create a folder.

5. Find Eclectic Emporium paper, black side face up, and trim 3” off the bottom so you have one 12” x 9” piece and one 12” x 3” piece. Take 12” x 3” piece and cut one 4¾” x 3” piece; you will have a 7¼” wide piece left over. Fold your 9” tall piece in half to create a folder.

6. Locate Time Warp paper, steampunk side face up, and trim one 12” x 2¾” piece off the top. With remaining paper, score 6¼” from the right and fold to create a folder.

7. Take Time Flies paper, debutante side face up, and cut out the center square image. The square will measure about 9½”. Then, fussy cut two small butterflies and one large butterfly.

8. Find Fantasy Floral paper and fussy cut one large pink rose, a large blue rose, a yellow rose, a red rose, one set of large leaves, a red rose with leaf, and one small blue rose.

9. Take a sheet of Nouveau Artistry and separate all of the images. Fussy cut the upper right circular image.

10. Locate Ephemera Extraordinaire paper lined side face up and cut two 3¾” x 12” pieces from the right side. Trim each piece into two 3¾” x 5¾” pieces. Flip paper over to stamp side and cut four vertical strips of stamps. Trim two strips to 9¼” tall, save the 2¾” pieces.
11. Take Victorian Transformers, stripe side, and cut two 3¾” x 12” strips. Take one strip and cut two 3¾” x 6” pieces. Take the other strip and cut two 3¾” x 5¾” pieces. With remaining paper, cut one 4” x 4” square.

12. Locate Take Flight paper and separate all of the images.

13. Take a sheet of Mechanical Mind and cut six 4” x 6” pieces.

14. Take a Steampunk Debutante paper, B-side up, and cut two 3¾” x 7” pieces and one 3¾” x 5¾” piece, use a corner rounder to round corners. Locate three ivory tags. Trim 1¼” off the bottom of one of the tags. Adhere Steampunk Debutante papers on top.

15. Find two more ivory tags. Locate 3¾” x 6” Victorian Transformer paper, round the top corners, then adhere to tags. Locate border stickers shown and cut two 3¾” long strips and attach below paper. Adhere Nouveau Artistry images shown.

16. Locate two kraft tags. Score at 3¾” and 7¼” from the bottom of the tag, then fold along score lines. Place adhesive in the middle section on the left and right sides, then fold to create an envelope.

17. Find packaging for the brass door knockers; remove plastic cover. Place tag on its side and adhere 4” Victorian Transformers paper on top. Attach Nouveau Artistry image with foam adhesive.

18. Arrange the three paper clips so they match the photo.

19. From Fantasy Floral punch six 1” circles. Gather the large butterfly, red rose with leaf, small blue rose, and a chipboard button.
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20. Place wet adhesive on the floral side of one circle, then place behind a paper clip.

21. Adhere another circle over the paper clip. Repeat this process for the remaining two paper clips.

22. Adhere chipboard button, butterfly and small rose, and red rose with leaf on top of circles.

23. Locate the paper packaging from one of the tag albums and punch eight holes about ¾" apart.

24. Take a 5⁄8" circle punch and punch around the holes to create hole reinforcers.

25. Take cover piece from step 1 and punch a hole 2" from the top and bottom, both holes about ¼" from the left side. Use these holes as a guide as you punch holes in your folders and back cover for binding.

26. Front cover: Adhere Nouveau Artistry and 4¼" wide Garden Gears paper on top of 5" wide cover packaging. You will have about a ⅛” exposed border of the cover packaging. Adhere remaining fussy cut flowers, chipboard, and door knocker.

27. Inside front cover: Locate 5" wide x 12" tall Modern Marvels paper. Score 2¾" from the bottom of the paper, fold, and adhere sides to create a pocket. Adhere 5" long paper label to pocket. Then adhere to cover; insert tag.

29. **Garden Gears** folder (inside left): Punch a half circle on top of the "Dream" card from *Take Flight*, then adhere the left, bottom, and right sides to create a pocket. Attach “Eclectic" and large ticket stickers. Insert short ivory tag and chipboard button paper clip. 

(Inside right): Score ½" from the top of the *Nouveau Artistry* image to create a flap; adhere to page. Tie a bow with twine through chipboard; adhere.

30. **Under flap**: Adhere *Mechanical Mind* and *Ephemera Extraordinaire* papers beneath *Nouveau Artistry* image. Attach “Dream” sticker. 


32. **Eclectic Emporium** folder (front): Adhere 12” stamp strip; trim excess paper. Place tag packaging 1” from the bottom of the page, and hanging 1” off the edge. Adhere the left, bottom, and right sides to create a pocket. Tie a bow through hole with white seam binding. Attach “Imagination” and tag stickers. Insert *Take Flight* image.


34. **Eclectic Emporium** folder (back): Adhere *Mechanical Mind* and *Ephemera Extraordinaire* papers, *Take Flight* image, chipboard, and hole reinforcers. Attach “Take flight” sticker.

36. **Time Warp** (inside left): Adhere *Mechanical Mind*, *Victorian Transformers*, and 4¾” long *Eclectic Emporium* papers. Adhere chipboard and attach “Soar” sticker. (Inside right): Repeat step 29 using large tag and rose paper clip. Attach blue ticket and “Marvels” stickers about 2¼” from the top of the page.

37. **Time Warp** (back): Adhere 9¼” tall stamp strip. Score ½” from the top of *Take Flight* image to create a flap; adhere to page. Attach ticket sticker. Tie a bow with twine through chipboard; adhere.


39. **Time Flies** mood board (front): Score 2¼” from the left and fold. Adhere hole reinforcers. Attach *Take Flight* image and small cover packaging to the right edge with a binder clip. Attach débutante sticker as the final tab in your journal.

40. **Time Flies** mood board (back): Adhere just the bottom and top of the folded edge to create a slim pocket. Adhere 12” tall stamp strip and trim to fit. Adhere *Ephemera Extraordinaire* paper. Attach “Steampunk” and red floral photo corner stickers.

41. Back cover: Repeat step 27 using 7” wide *Modern Marvel* paper and label. Adhere paper onto the white side of the 7” wide cover packaging.

42. After punching holes through all the covers and folders, insert binder rings through journal. Attach burlap ribbon to the top ring and tie a bow.
Steampunk Butterfly Layout

Directions:

1. Take Steampunk Debutante paper, debutante side face up, and cut one 2 ¼” x 12” strip from the left side. Separate all the images; you will use the ones in the photo.

2. With remaining paper, cut one 9” x 9” square.

3. Adhere 9” square paper onto the center of Time Flies paper, butterfly frame face up.

4. Locate Mechanical Mind paper and cut one 4 ½” x 12” strip. With this piece, cut one 4 ½” x 6 ½” piece and one 4 ½” x 3” piece. Your leftover piece will be 4 ½” x 2 ¼”. Take leftover paper and cut one 3 ¾” x 3 ¾” square.

Graphic 45® Supplies:

- 1 pack Steampunk Debutante—DCE (4501165)
- Steampunk Debutante
- Time Flies
- Mechanical Mind
- Garden Gears
- Fantasy Floral
- 1 each Antique Brass Door Knocker (4501028)
- 1 pad Decades Dye Ink Pad—Venetian Lace (41002)

Tools, Adhesives & Ink:

- Paper trimmer, ruler, detail scissors, wet & dry adhesive, foam adhesive, ink blending tool

Notes:

- All measurements are width x height unless specified
- Ink paper edges with Decades ink and blending tool
- Use a strong metal adhesive to adhere the knocker if available
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5. Find Garden Gears paper and cut one 4¼” x 12” strip. With this piece, cut one 4¼” x 6¼” piece and one 4¼” x 2¾” piece. Your leftover piece will be 4¼” x 3”; trim to 4¼” x 2¼”. Take leftover paper and cut one 3½” x 3½” square.

6. Adhere the two largest Garden Gears papers, pink side face up, onto the Mechanical Mind papers. Adhere the remaining Garden Gears papers, floral side face up.

7. Locate Fantasy Floral paper and fussy cut two large pink roses, one large blue rose, one yellow rose, one red rose, and two large sets of leaves.

8. Find the following chipboard pieces and brass door knocker.

9. Adhere large photo mat along with the two floral photo mats per photo.

10. Adhere small photo mat, small Steampunk Debutante images, red and yellow roses, and one set of leaves.

11. Adhere remaining Steampunk Debutante image, large roses, leaves, chipboard, and brass door knocker.